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US History with Coach Thomas   

This month in our Government and US History Class we highlighted 

African Americans that have Impacted our communities for centuries. 

In these spotlight moments kids wrote paragraphs on how they were 

inspired by these people.  

We also tied in the 4th, 5th, 13th, 14th, 15th, and 19th Amendments 

to the US Constitution. The students watched the Netflix Documentary 

The 13th Amendment. This documentary shows some of ways our 

judicial systems has been set up that can be seen as a form of 

systemic racism.  

 

 

World History with Mr. Frederick  

The month started with a focused study of Absolutism in Europe. We 

examined how the European kings and queens lived. We studied 

what ideals they valued. We also discussed what the difference was 

between an Absolute Monarch and a Limited Monarch. From our 

study of the European monarchs we began to look at the ideas of the 

Enlightenment.  

We read the works of Thomas Hobbes and John Locke. We then saw 

their ideas get put into practice during the American Revolution. Ideas 

are a difficult thing to study, but they are even harder to contain. We 

are currently learning how the American Revolution set off a chain of 

events that led to revolutions throughout the world.  

 

US History with Coach Jones 

In United States History, our students have been answering daily fun 

fact questions for Black History Month. We have also incorporated 

Flocabulary’s “Week In Rap” for weekly current events on Monday 

Mornings 

 

 

What’s Up with Electives 

Elective Showcase: Mr. Frederick’s Art Class 

Our Art Class has completed two projects this 

month. The first seen is Ali Jaiteh’s Mosaic 

Emoji created with construction paper. The 

second is Brianna Greenwood’s Food Collage 

also created with construction paper.  

 

 


